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A switching network can be viewed as a collection of interconnected

crosspoints that provides connection between input terminals and

output terminals. Many networks have the property that the set of

input terminals and output terminals can be partitioned into a number

of zones such that the requests for connection between an input ter-

minal and an output terminal in the same zone are more likely than

those connecting terminals in different zones. In this paper, we study

the structure of switching networks of this type by the use of block

designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

We shall consider multistage switching networks composed of rec-

tangular switches. For an input terminal u and an output terminal u',

the channel graph for u and u', denoted by G(u,u'), is defined to be the

union of all paths that can be used to connect u and u'. (A channel graph

is also called a linear graph.) A network is said to be balanced if all

channel graphs G{u,u'), where u is in the set / of input terminals and

u' is in the set fi of output terminals, are isomorphic. 1 -2 A network is said

to be zone-balanced if it has two nonisomorphic channel graphs, say G x

and G 2 , so that the channel graph G(u,u') is isomorphic to Gi if u and

u' are in the same zone, and G(u,u') is isomorphic to G 2 if " and u' are

in different zones. (See Fig. 1. Note that the switches in the network can

be viewed as nodes of the corresponding graph.) G x is called the internal

graph and G 2 is called the external graph of the switching network.

A zone-balanced network usually consists of three parts. The primary

part consists of a few stages where traffic distribution takes place within

each zone so that each input terminal has sufficient access to the central

stage. The secondary part is the central stage which provides intercon-

nections between different zones. The tertiary part plays the same role

for the output terminals as the primary part does for the input termi-

nals.
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Fig. 1—(a) A zone-balanced network, (b) The internal graph, (c) The external graph.

The primary part is, in fact, composed of a number of distribution

networks, each of which provides traffic distribution within each zone.

We first investigate distribution networks in Section II. In Section III,

we introduce the concept of block designs, which will then be used for

connecting the distribution networks in the primary part and the

switches in the central stage (Sections IV and V). In Section VI, we study
zone-balanced networks of more general types.

II. DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

Figure 2a illustrates an example of a distribution network. The dis-

tribution graph for an input terminal u is defined to be the union of all

paths containing u. In a distribution network, the distribution graphs

for any two input terminals are isomorphic. The distribution graph of

the distribution network in 2a is shown in 2b. The labeling function /
is explained later in this paper.

We consider a distribution networkMs , which is an s -stage network

with switches in stage i having size n, X m; for 1 < i < s. The distribution

graph is then as shown in Fig. 3.

The switch sizes (n, X m,-, 1 < i < s) and the number s of stages are

generally dependent upon the traffic loads and the number of input

terminals in each zone in order to reduce the "cost" (the number of
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(a)

Fig. 2—(a) A distribution network, (b) The distribution graph.

(b)

Fig. 3—A general distribution graph.

crosspoints) of the network.3 '4 Here we will only study the structure of

distribution networks and will not be concerned with the complicated

problem of determining s and n
t , mi, 1 < i < s.

A distribution network can usually be constructed recursively. Figure

4 illustrates a complete distribution network in which the number of inlet

lines is the product of re,-, 1 < i < s, and the number of outlet lines is the

product of m,. We note that, in a complete distribution network, we have

p = p' in Fig. 4 and exactly one link exists between a copy of M,_i and

a switch in the last stage of M, for 1 < i < s.

Here is an explicit method for the interconnection in the complete

distribution networkMs . While the notation may appear at first to be

somewhat complicated, it will turn out to be very useful and precise in

specifying the link connections of the network.
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Fig. 4—A complete distribution network.

Let fJ (ih i 2> .

.

. ,is-i) denote the fa + i2m 1 + . . . + t,_imi. . . ms- 2 +
l)th switch in stage ; where < iq

< mq, 1 < q \< s — 1.

Let f
J
q (ii,i 2,. . ,is-i) denote the (q + l)th outlet line of the switch

fJ'(ii,. .
. ,is-i) where < q < rrij. Then we have:

f{(i\, . . . ,is-\) is connected to

fj
+1

(ii,. .
. ,ij-i,q,ij+i, .

.

. ,is-i)

for all j, 1 <;' <s.

Sometimes the values of ni, mi, 1 < i < s, do not allow complete con-

nections between consecutive stages, i.e., p <p' and the number of inlet

lines of the zone is not equal to the product of ra„ 1 < i < s (see Fig. 5).

These distribution networks are said to be incomplete distribution

networks. In this case, an appropriate connection, according to some

rules to assign links cyclically, usually can result in a distribution network

of this type (called cyclic distribution network). Here we give a scheme

of constructing a cyclic distribution network in which copies ofM
t_i and

Fig. 5—An incomplete distribution network.
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the switches of the last stage ofM
(
are connected according to the con-

nection pattern of a regular bipartite graph as follows.

Consider a bipartite graph with sets of nodes A and B. A link connects

a node in A to a node in B. A bipartite graph is said to be regular if the

degree of each node in A is equal to some integer x and the degree ofeach

node in B is equal to some integer y . It then follows that ax = by where

a = \A\,b= \B | . We restrict ourselves to the case that a > y, b > x. We
will show that the condition ax = by is sufficient for the existence of such

a regular bipartite graph. We consider the following two possibilities.

Case 1: a and y are relatively prime. In this case, y divides x. Let

«i,. . . ,aa denote nodes in A and ft,. . . A denote nodes in B. We will

then connect a,- to fy where; = ix/y + k (mod 6) where 1 < k < x, and

1 < j < b. It is easy to see that the resulting graph is a regular bipartite

graph (see Fig. 6a).

Case 2: Let d be the greatest common divisor of a and y . Then we can

construct, by Case 1, a regular bipartite graph G' on sets of nodes A' and

B' where \A'\ = a' = a/d and \B'\ = b. The degrees of nodes in A' are all

equal to %' = x and the degrees of nodes in B' are all equal to y' = y/d.

Now, we construct the regular bipartite graph on A and B as follows: The

set A can be viewed as d copies of A'. The connection between each copy

of A' and B is the same as G'. It is easily verified that the resulting graph

is regular and a node in A or B has degree x or y, respectively (see Fig.

6b).

Now we can construct the incomplete distribution network M, by

connecting a copies of M,-_i and b copies of n, X m, switches if ap = 6n,

(p is the number of outlet lines of Mi-i), according to the regular

bipartite graph we described above by taking each copy of M,_i as a node

in A and each switch n, X m, as a node in B.

d COPIES OF G'-

G'

(a) (b)

Fig. 6—Regular bipartite graphs.
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We note that there are many nonisomorphic regular bipartite graphs

of the given sizes. Therefore, there are many different incomplete dis-

tribution networks of the same "cost" (number of crosspoints). In Section

IV and V we see some incomplete distribution networks obtained by

some methods other than the cyclic connections described here. Those

methods are based on a basic concept in combinatorics called a block

design, which we next describe.

III. BLOCK DESIGNS

A (u,b,r,k,X) block design is a family of subsets Xi^X^- • >^b of a

v-element set X, satisfying the following conditions:

(i) Each X, has k elements, 1 < i < b.

(ii) Each 2-element subset ofX is a subset of exactly X > of the sets

Xi,. . . ,Xfc.

Properties (Hi) and (iv) follow immediately from (i) and (ii).

(Hi) Each element ofX is in exactly r of the sets Xi, . . . ,X&.

(iv) r(k - 1) = \(v - 1) and bk = vr.

For example, the following is a (7,7,3,3,1) block design.

X, = \i,i + l,i + 3j (mod 7) for 1 < i < 7.

The reader is referred to Refs. 5 and 6 for the existence and con-

struction of various classes of block designs.

IV. THREE-STAGE ZONE-BALANCED NETWORKS

Let Xi, . . . ,Xb, be a (v,b,r,k,X) block design. We will construct a

three-stage zone-balanced network having internal graphs containing

r paths and external graphs containing X paths (see Fig. 7a and b), and
having u switches in the first or third stage. The input terminals of the

same zone go to the same switch. Letyi, . . . ,yv be switches in the first

(b)

(a) (c)

Fig. 7—(a) A zone-balanced network constructed by using (7,7,3,3,1) block design,

(b) The internal graph, (c) The external graph.
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stage (the primary part), each of which has r output lines. Let Z\,. . . ,Zb

be switches of size k X k in the second stage (the secondary part). Then

we connect y, to zj if and only if i is an element of Xj (see Fig. 7 for the

(7,7,3,3,1) block design). The connection between the second and the

third stage is a mirror image of that between the first and the second

stage. It is easily verified that the resulting network is zone-balanced and

has internal and external graphs as shown in Fig. 7b and c, respectively.

This is the basic model of zone-balanced networks.

V. MULTISTAGE ZONE-BALANCED NETWORKS

In this section, we give explicit constructions for various types of

multistage zone-balanced networks. Roughly speaking, we construct

these multistage zone-balanced networks by replacing each switch in

the first or the last stage of the three-stage zone-balanced network de-

scribed in Section III by a distribution network. The internal graphs in

these zone-balanced networks depend on the switch sizes in the distri-

bution networks. Suppose a distribution network has s stages and has

switch of size n, X m, in stage i, 1 < i < s. Then the internal graph in the

zone-balanced network has mxmo. . . ms paths as shown in Fig. 8a. The

external graph depends heavily upon the linking pattern between the

distribution networks in the primary part (or tertiary part) and the

switches in the central stage. In general, it would be desirable to have

the external graph as "spread-out" as possible. We will not define

"spread-out" rigorously here. For example, the graph in Fig. 10c is more

spread-out than the graph in Fig. lc, although they contain the same

number of paths. It can be shown7,8 that the more spread-out the channel

graph is, the less the traffic congestion will be. The external graph in the

zone-balanced network we construct will be as shown in Fig. 8b.

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case in which the number

of input terminals is the same as the number of output terminals and

the zone sizes are equal, i.e., |/| = |(2|,/ = /iu. . .\jI„, ft = fiiu. . . u£2„

(c)

Fig. 8—(a) A general multistage internal graph, (b) A general multistage external graph,

(c) A path.
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and \Ii |
= \Qj\, 1 < ij < v. An input terminal u, ueli, and an output

terminal u', u'efy, are said to be in the same zone if and on,ly if i = j.

We first present a simple technique, called a Type 1 construction, for

construcing zone-balanced networks. The distribution networkMs in

the primary part has the property that every switch in the last stage has

r output lines, i.e., ms = r. Let us assumeMs has q switches in the last

stage. Thus,Ms has qr output lines. We will construct a zone-balanced

network with internal graphs containing qr paths and external graphs

containing q\ paths (see Fig. 9a and b) as follows.

Let the central stage consist of bq switches of size kXk. Then the q'th

switch of the i/th copy ofMs in the primary part is connected to the

((&' — l)q + <?')th switch in the central stage for any b' vrith-u'eXf,'. We
connect the central part and the tertiary part in the same way (sym-

metrically) that the primary and central parts are connected.

For example, using the (3,3,2,2,1) block designX x = {1,3}, X 2 = {1,2},

X3 = {2,3}, we obtain the network shown in Fig. 10. We note that the

networks in Fig. la and Fig. 10a have the same number of crosspoints,

but the channel graph in Fig. 10c is more spread-out than the channel

graphs containing r paths, provided a (u,b,r,k,X) block design exists

in Fig. la, though their "cost" (number of crosspoints) are the same.

Now we give a construction (Type 2) of another class of zone-balanced

networks which has external graphs containing a path and internal

graphs containing r paths, provided a (v,b,r,k,X) block design exists

where X = 1. The primary part consists of u copies of a complete distri-

bution network which has r output lines. Thus, r is the product

m\mi. . . ms . The central stage consists of b switches of size k X k. We
will connect the r output lines of the distribution network to the switches

in the central stage as follows: One of the output lines of the i/th copy

of the distribution network will be connected to the b'th switch in the

central stage for any b' such that v' is contained in the block Xj/. In Fig.

11, we have an example which is constructed by using a (9,12,4,3,1) block

design. It can be easily verified that the internal graph is as shown in Fig.

8a and the external graph is as shown in Fig. 8c.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9—(a) An internal graph, (b) An external graph.
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Fig. 10—(a) A type-1 zone-balanced network constructed by using (3,3,2,2,1) block
design, (b) The internal graph, (c) The external graph.

Fig. 11—A type-2 zone-balanced network constructed by using (9,12,4,3,1) block
design.

Type 3 zone-balanced networks are variations ofType 2 zone-balanced

networks. The primary part consists of copies of a distribution network

which is not necessarily a complete distribution network. In Figure 12a,

we have an example which is constructed by using (3,3,2,2,1) design. Its

internal and external graphs are shown in Figs. 12b and c, respectively.

The distribution network usually has rw output lines for some integer
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 12—(a) A type-3 zone-balanced network constructed by using (3,3,2,2,1) block

design, (b) The internal graph, (c) The external graph.

w. The central stage consists of bw switches which can be partitioned

into b subsets, each of which has w switches. Among the rw output lines

of the i/th copy of the distribution network, there are w output lines

which are connected to the w switches, respectively, in the 6'th subset

ifXb contains v' and any input line of the distribution network does not

have access to more than one output line of these w output lines. The
example in Fig. 12 more or less reveals the scheme for constructing

zone-balanced networks of this type. The detail of the construction is

omitted.

Type 4 zone-balanced networks are generalizations of Type 2 zone-

balanced networks. A Type 4 zone-balanced networks has external graph

containing Xw paths and internal graphs containing rw paths, provided

a {u,b,r,k,\) block design exists. The primary part consists of v copies

of a complete distribution network which has s stage and has switches

of size n, X m, in ith stage. Thus, rw is the product mxm^. . . ms . Since

we want the external graph as spread-out as possible, we will restrict

ourselves to use block designs with X = 1. (By using block design with

X > 1, the subsequent scheme for constructing Type 4 zone-balanced
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network can be applied with some modification. However, the resultant

networks will usually have internal graphs which are not as spread-out

as possible.) The internal graph and the external graph are as shown in

Fig. 8b. Thus, we will choose w in the form mim 2 . . . ma-\d where d di-

vides ma . The connection between the primary part and the central part

is more complicated than that in the Type 2 construction. However, it

can be explicitly specified by the following simple method.

Let/£(i'i, . . . ,i,s._i;i/) denote the (q + l)th outlet lines of the (t'i + i 2mi
+ . . . + ig-iTni. . . ms -2 + l)th switch in stage s of the i/th copy of

M,.

The central stage of the zone-balanced network consists of bw switches

of size k X k. We define

f
c
(i\, ,ia \b') to be the

(i'i + i 2m-[ + . . . + iam\ . . . ma -i + (6'— l)mi . . . ma _ \d +l)th switch,

where

< iq < mq , 1 < q < a,0 < ia < d and < b' < b.

Let Xi,X 2, . . . ,Xb denote the sets of a (u,b,r,k,X) block design with

X = 1. For any element yeX = u,X,, we say the £thy-set is Xj if X, is the

ith set containing y, i.e., \\Xq :ytXq,\ < q < j\\ = i.

First, we consider the special case when d = ma .

fqdi, . . . ,ia-i\v') is connected to

f
c(ii,...,ia ;b')

if v'tXb' and the

Ua+l + *a+2"*a+l + • • • + h-l^-a+l- ms-2

+ qma+i- ffh-i + l)th u'-set

is Xb
'.

Now, if d is a proper divisor ofma , the above scheme has to be modi-

fied slightly. Note that ia can be written as i'a + i ad where < i a < d.

Then we have:

fq(ii, fis-iJu') is connected to

f'(h,. ,ia-\,i'a\V)

if v'cXb' and the

(i a + ia+\d + . . . + is-\dma+ i . . . ms- 2

+ qdma+i. . . ms-i + l)th u'-set

isXj,.

We note that the fq (or f
c

) is just a digital expression for address as-
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signments of the output lines in stage s. The last s — a digits (i.e.,

ia , • ,h-i of f'q
(i\, ,is )) are used to find the location of the "block"

of switches in the central stage and the first a digits are used to specify

the location of the switch in that block to which the output lines of

f
s
(ii, . . . ,is-i) should be connected. Figure 13a gives an example using

the (13,13,4,4,1) design where Xi = \i,i + \,i + 3,i + 9} (mod 13). Its in-

ternal and external graphs are also shown in Fig. 13b and c.

We note that, by modifying the construction mentioned above, we

could easily obtain zone-balanced networks having external graphs not

necessarily as spread-out as possible. For example, let us modify the

definition of f
s

q, the digital expression for address assignments of output

lines of the switches in stage s. Instead of using the last a digits, we use

the first a digits to assign the location of the "block" of switches in the

central stage and use the last s —a digits to specify the location of the

switch in the "block" to which the output line should be connected. The

resultant zone-balanced network then has the external graph which is

the least spread-out channel graph among all possible graphs having the

same number of paths. In general, we can use arbitrary x digits to specify

the location of the block (as long as the necessary condition on divisibility

is satisfied) to obtain zone-balanced networks having various external

graphs.

We also note that it is possible to derive a generalized version ofType

3 zone-balanced networks using incomplete distribution networks.

However, it is more complicated and has more constraints than Type

4 construction. We shall not discuss it here.

VI. ZONE-BALANCED NETWORKS OF MORE GENERAL TYPES

We note that the right half of a zone-balanced network is itself an

incomplete distribution network. These incomplete distribution net-

works, called BD-distribution networks, seem to distribute traffic more

evenly and have richer combinatorial properties than the cyclic incom-

plete distribution networks described in Section II. One of the obvious

reasons is that a BD-distribution network together with its mirror image

gives a zone-balanced network, whereas a cyclic incomplete distribution

network does not.

Suppose the set of input and output terminals can be partitioned into

a number of zones which can themselves then be partitioned into several

areas such that requests for connecting terminals in the same area (zone)

are more likely than those for connecting terminals in different areas

(zones). In such a network, there usually are four channel graphs, say

G\, G 2 , Gs, G 4 , such that G{u,u') is isomorphic to G\, if u and u' are in

the same zone and area; G(u,u') is isomorphic to G4 if u and u' are in

different zones and areas; G(u,u') is isomorphic to G 2 if u and u' are in

the same zone but different areas; G(u,u') is isomorphic to G3 if u and
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(b)

Fig. 13—(a) A type-4 zone-balanced network constructed by using (13,13,4,4,1) block

design, (b) The internal graph, (c) The external graph.

u' are in the same area but different zones. These networks will be called

multizone-balanced networks, and can be built by schemes similar to

those described in Section V. A multizone-balanced network can also

be viewed as a combination of three parts. However, the primary part

usually consists of copies of a BD-distribution network.
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(c) (d)

Fig. 14—Some channel graphs for multizone-balanced networks.

A simple model of a five-stage multizone-balanced network can be

described as follows

Let Xi, . . . ,Xb
x
be a (v\,bi,ri,k\,\\) block design and Y\, . . . , Y&2 be

a {v 2,b 2,r2,k 2,\2) block design. The distribution network Ms for each

zone is exactly the right half of the three-stage zone-balanced network

described in Section IV, and the number of output lines of a switch in

the last stage ofMs is r2 . The primary part consists of u 2 copies ofMs ,

and the central part consists of switches of size k 2 X k 2 . The ith switch

of the;th copy ofMa is connected to the ((6' — l)b\ + i)th switch if; is

an element of Y&'. Again, the tertiary part is connected to the central

part in the same way (symmetrically) that the primary and central parts

are connected.

It is easy to verify that the channel graphs G1.G2.G3.G4 are as shown

in Fig. 14.

We could modify the above multizone-balanced network by replacing

the switches in the primary part or the tertiary part by distribution

networks using the same method used in Section V. However, we will

not discuss this here.

Suppose the number of input terminals and the number of output

terminals are not equal, say
|
fl| is a multiple of |/| . We can still construct

zone-balanced networks by combining copies of zone-balanced networks

which have the same number of input and output terminals.

Hagelbarger9 first proposed the use of block designs for constructing

switching networks in 1973. Some other techniques for constructing

various classes of networks have been investigated in Refs. 10 and 11.

Hopefully, more structures in combinatorics and graph theory can be

employed as useful techniques to construct interesting classes of

switching networks.
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